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Let A be an algebra given as an infinite tensor product of matrix 
algebras, say A = OkMnckJ C, and let g be an automorphism of A of the 
form g=Q Ad uk, where each uk belongs to M,,,,,C and u: = 1, uk = uz. 
Then the fixed point algebra AR = {a E A ) a” = u} has at most 2 rationally 
independent equivalence classes of idempotents (compactly expressed, the 
d-rank of K,(Ag) is at most 2). In 1977, George Elliott asked me whether 
the converse holds. 
Specifically, if g is an order 2 (*-) automorphism of A such that rank 
&(A”) 6 2, is g of the form @ Ad uk (which may correspond to a different 
infinite factorization of A), that is, is it of product type? 
Five and one half years later, after results classifying actions of compact 
groups on AF algebras became available [HRl, HR2], a counterexample 
presented itself. However, it turns out that for almost all actions with 
rank 2, the answer is affirmative. 
The purpose of this article (aside from presenting the example and result 
above) is to formulate the problem for arbitrary compact groups via the 
natural ordered module structure on the crossed product, and then to solve 
it for cyclic groups and the one-torus. Before describing in more detail the 
contents of the paper, at least one result of Section 5 can be stated. If A has 
supernatural number containing 2”q” for some prime q, or 
2.3.5.7.11... (all primes), then the question asked above has an at%- 
mative answer. The solution leads to an interesting question about dis- 
tributions of prime numbers. 
One reason for considering this sort of problem, is that the rank of 
KO(Ag) (or a slightly sharper invariant, the module rank) is a negative test 
for product-type actions, and this criterion was used in [HRl, HR2] to 
prove that certain actions were not of product type. This paper explores to 
what extent the converse can be true. 
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TERMINOLOGY 
There is heavy reliance on the results and notation in [HR2]. Let A 
either be an infinite tensor product of matrix algebras, or its C* norm 
closure. An action CI: G + Aut(A) of a compact group G is said to be locally 
finite dimensional if there is a nest of finite-dimensional invariant (under G) 
*-subalgebras A’, with UA’ dense in A (this is obviously redundant if A is 
the algebraic tensor product of matrix algebras). It is still unknown 
whether every action on a UHF algebra is automatically locally finite 
dimensional, and no contribution to this question is made here. 
From an action ~1: G + Aut(A), the crossed product A x,G may be con- 
structed. Then &(A x,G) becomes an ordered module over the represen- 
tation ring of G, R = R(G). When the locally finite-dimensional action tl 
has the additional property that it is locally representable (defined in 
[HR2] and below, but automatic for prime order groups, for T, and for 
simply connected groups), then this ordered module together with the 
element [A,] becomes a complete invariant for conjugacy. By itself, the 
ordered module is a complete invariant for stable conjugacy (i.e., conjugacy 
after tensoring with the regular representation G -+ End L*(G)). 
If A has UA’ as a dense union of finite dimensional invariant sub- 
algebras, then setting a(i) = alA’: G --+ Aut(A’), we have that 
K,(A x,G) = l&K,,(Ai x,,,,G) 
as ordered R-modules. If we additionally assume that each a(i) is 
implementable by an actual representation (i.e., a is a locally represen- 
table), then A’ xmciIG is sufficiently naturally isomorphic to A’G that 
Ko(A’ x,(~,G) is order-module isomorphic to Rkci) (k(i) being the number of 
simple components of A’), and the maps Rkti) -+ Rkcif’) are given by 
matrices with characters as entries (“character” means the class function 
arising from an actual representation, not necessarily irreducible). Conver- 
sely, such a sequence of matrices yields corresponding actions. 
Let D be a commutative ring without zero divisors, and let M be a D- 
module. With K as the field of fractions of D, we define the rank of M, 
rk,M (really the torsion-free rank) to be the dimension of M QD K over K. 
Now let R be a commutative ring and A4 an R-module. We say M has rank 
s if s=max{rk.,,M/PM}, where P varies over all the minimal prime 
ideals of R. 
Now let R be the representation ring of the group G, A(G), and let M be 
the module obtained as K,,(A x, G). For a product type action, k(i) = 1 for 
all i. Thus when the action is product type, the corresponding module M 
has rank one over R. 
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Hence the original question, asked for G = H/27?, now has a formulation 
for an arbitrary compact group G: 
If &(A x,G) has rank 1 as an R = 9(G)-module, is a conjugate 
to a product-type action? 
Sections 1, 2, 3 give various sorts of counter-examples, while 4, 5 contain 
positive results. 
In Section 1, a counterexample is presented for every G = h/pZ. In Sec- 
tion 2, an additional (algebraic) obstruction that arises for those primes p 
such that the corresponding ring of cyclotomic integers has non-trivial class 
group, is noted. Section 3 contains a different type of example, with G 
being the one-torus. This is also interesting from the point of view of the 
theory of Parry and Tuncel [PT]; it gives irreducible systems which are 
algebraically equivalent but not shift equivalent over h[x, x- ’ ] (a single 
exponential) or even over rW[x, X- ‘1. 
In contrast, it is shown in Section 4 that if G = Z/pi? and A x, G has uni- 
que trace (which is generic), and the algebraic obstruction of Section 2 does 
not appear, then the action is of product type (assuming rank 1 of course). 
Finally in Section 5, with G = Z/2Z, it is shown that under suitable 
hypotheses on the UHF aigebra A, all rank lo-module actions are product 
type (rank 1 as an R-module here means rank 1 or 2 as an abelian group). 
Actually somewhat more is established in Sections 4 and 5. It is an open 
question as to which ordered modules can arise as &(A x, G) for A an AF 
algebra and LX G + Aut(A) locally representable. Necessary conditions on 
the ordered module (call it M for future reference) include that it be a 
dimension group and that it be flat as an R-module. Partial converses are 
known [HR2, IV.41, and the results in 4, 5 are phrased to solve special 
cases of this problem. 
Familiarity with dimension groups (e.g., [Ef, El, EHS]) and their trans- 
lation to AF algebras is assumed. 
1. FIRST EXAMPLES 
In this section, we construct examples of imitation product type actions 
(i.e., rank 1 over the representation ring) of G = Z/pi? (for each prime p), 
which are not product type, over the p” UHF algebra. 
We show that the pure traces on crossed products arising from product 
type actions must obey constraints which do not apply to general actions. 
In Section 4, a positive result will be shown, namely that if there is just one 
trace on the crossed product, and if the algebraic obstruction of Section 2 
does not appear, then rank 1 is sufficient for the action to be of product 
type* 
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If u is an order unit for a partially ordered (abelian) group M, then 
S(M, U) will denote the space of normalized states of M, and d,S(M, u) its 
extremal boundary. If M is a partially ordered group with finite Z-rank, it 
necessarily has an order unit. 
1.1. LEMMA. Let M be a dimension group with order unit u. Suppose 
ia 1 ,.-, ak } is a subset of S(M, u) such that for g in M, 
a,(g) > 0 for all i = 1, 2,..., k 
implies 
gB0 in M. 
Then (1,S(M, U)C {a ,,..., ak}. 
ProoJ: We may replace M by MO Q, and so assume M is divisible. In 
particular, this implies that the image of M in the alline functions on 
S(M, u) is dense [GH, 4.11 (M+Aff(S(M, u) is given by 
mHSz(j”)=f(m)). If the conclusion fails, there exists a in d,S(M, u)\ 
(a 1,--., a,}; in particular, a does not belong to K, the convex hull of 
{a 1 ,..., ak}. Since this is a compact subset of S(M, u), there exists e in M 
such that a(e) < 0 but k(e) > 0 for all k in K (by [A, 11.2.11 and density of 
M in Aff(S(M, u))). This contradicts the hypothesis. 1 
Now we consider the constraints imposed on tracess on crossed products 
by product-type actions. Let G be any finite (possibly nonabelian) group, 
and denote by R (or s(G)) its representation ring. Suppose x,, x2,..., is a 
sequence of characters (i.e., elements of R+ ) and let M be the ordered R- 
module obtained as the limit of 
R+RARs... 
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where the maps are multiplications by the indicated characters. 
If the xi are the characters of the representations pi, then with a= 
@Ad /Ii, &(A x,G) is order-isomorphic to M (where A is the infinite ten- 
sor product of the matrix algebras in which the /?, are defined [HRl] or 
CHR2 I). 
We shall determine all pure states on M. Form ll/i = xi/xi( 1) in R C& Q c 
R OZ R c R Q @ = L,Z( G). There is a subsequence of (n;=, tji 1 n = 1,2,... } 
which converges to p1 in R @QZ [w. By telescoping and relabelling, we may 
assume KIlr $i>n actually converges to p, . There exists a further telescop- 
ing of $2, $3,..., so that {IX $i}n converges to p2 in R 63 R. By repeatedly 
telescoping and relabelling the remaining terms, we may assume that 
lh _ m n;=, iji exists (in R@ [w) for each k = 1, 2,...; call the limit pk. 
Then +kPk+l =Pk. 
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For each irreducible character 2 of G, define px: R @I II3 + Iw via p,(q) = 
(x3 cpYx(1). 
The pure states of M are obtained as follows. Define p: M + R @ Iw via 
p(m) = pk. m,/ni,, xi( 1) if mk in the kth copy of R represents m in M. 
Specifically, we have the diagram 
R& R .A, R A.... M 
Since each $i lies in (R 03 [w) +, (1, rji) 2 0 for all irreducible characters x of 
G. Therefore, in terms of the standard ordering on R @ Iw = @jG n x. IF!, p is 
a positive group homomorphism between partially ordered abelian groups. 
For each x, define a function P, = pxp: M + 02. Each P, is positive. Now 
we show that every P, is nonzero and normalized with respect to a fixed 
order unit. 
Let fi: R + M denote the map from the ith copy of R to the limit module 
M (s~f~-~(r)=f;.(x~-,r) for r in R). Set t=&“~(l)~ (the character of 
the regular representation), and let u =f,(t). We show that u is an order 
unit for M. Since for 1,5 in R, tjt = +( 1). t, the image of f (from the first 
copy of R) in the jth copy of R is an integer multiple of t. As t and its 
integer multiples are clearly order units for R, it follows that u is an order 
unit for M. 
In fact, the P,‘s are normalized (and hence nonzero) with respect to U. 
As p1 belongs to ROEI, ~~t=p,(l).t=t, sop,p(u)= 1, that is, P,(u)= 1. 
We show via Lemma 1.1, that all pure states of M are of this form (P,) 
for some irreducible character x. Let r be an element of the kth copy of R, 
and suppose that (pkr, x) > 0 for all irreducibles (i.e., Px(fk(r)) > 0). Since 
G h is finite, there exists N such that ( tik. . . IcINr, 1) > 0 for all irreducible x. 
Therefore ( xk *. . xNr, x) > 0 for all x, and thus xk.. . xNr lies in R+ (Nth 
level); so fk(r) belongs to M+. By the lemma, d,S(M, U) is contained in 
R>. I 
With this information available, we can now construct the desired exam- 
ples. Put G=B/pZ; then R=dG “, the integral group ring of the dual 
group, with coordinatewise ordering. Define the R-module (without an 
ordering) M = Z [ l/p] G h , i.e., M is the group ring of G h over Z[ l/p]. 
We impose an ordering, by defining what will turn out to be states. Let g 
be a generator for G A) and define an element e in [WG h, 
e = C rig’, 
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where 0 < ri, 1 ri = 1, and for all pth roots of unity, 5, C r,t’ # 0 (e.g., the r, 
could be rational and not all equal). For i= 0, l,..., p - 1, define pi: 
A4 -+ Z[ l/p] s iw to be the projection mappings, that is, 
p; Cajg’ =ai. c ) 
Define functions Pi: A4 + [w as P,(m) = pi(em). 
LetM+=(O)u( m E A41 Z’,(m) > 0 for all i}. It is easily checked that this 
makes it4 into a partially ordered R-module (notice that g acts as a trans- 
lation on the functions {Pi}). The element u = C g,’ is another unit for M, 
and eu= (C ri)(C gj) = u, so P,(u) = 1 for all i. Thus each P, is a nor- 
malized state. To show that M is a dimension group, it suffices by [EHS, 
2.2, 3.1, 3.41 and the density of E[l/p] in Iw, to show that the set {P,] is 
(real) linearly independent. 
If C s,P,=O for some (sj) in lRP, applying this successively to m = 
1, g, g*,..., gp- ‘, we obtain a system of equations 
The p x p matrix on the left is a circulant matrix with first row 
(rorl...rp-l , ). the eigenvalues of the matrix are therefore (C rit’} as 5 
runs over the pth roots of unity (just observe that if C denotes the n x n 
matrix representing the cyclic permutation (1, 2,..., p), then the matrix on 
the left of (1) is C ric’). By construction, the eigenvalues are all not zero, 
so the s,‘s must all be zero, and thus {Pi} is linearly independent. Hence M 
is a dimension group. It is also an ordered module over R = ZG h, and is 
p-divisible as an abelian group. Moreover, M is simple as a partially 
ordered abelian group, since every element other than zero in M+ is an 
order unit. 
By [HR2, IV.43, M is obtainable as an order limit of free-ordered 
modules; hence M arises as &(A x,G) for some action a of G, which is 
locally representable on the UHF algebra A whose K,, is M/( g - 1) M 2: 
h[l/p]; hence A may be taken to be of type pm. Furthermore, by the 
lemma, the linear independence of the set {Pi} and the definition of M+, 
{P,} is the set of pure states. 
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CLAIM. The ordered R-module M cannot be obtained as an order limit 
of a diagram of the form: 
(the xi being characters). 
Proof of the Claim. Suppose that M can be so obtained. As abelian 
groups, R=ZP, M% (Z[~/P])~. View the multiplications by the l(r as a 
commuting set of endomorphisms, {E,}, of free abelian groups. The eigen- 
values of E, are the values the corresponding character takes on, on the 
group G (see below); these are elements of Z[<], where 5 is a fixed 
primitive pth root of unit. In particular, the E, are simultaneously 
diagonable over 0![s]. Since the rank of M is p, by discarding finitely 
many terms in the limit, we may assume that no E, has zero as an eigen- 
value. 
We will show that the eigenvalues of almost all of the Ej must be divisors 
(in Z[t]) of powers of p. Tensor the limit, lim Ej: hP + EP with Z[{]; the 
resulting limit is (Z[<, l/~])~. 
The multiplication map R -+ R given by multiplication by a character x 
of G has as its eigenvalues (in C) exactly (x(l), x(g),..., x(gP- ‘)) [HRl, 
Sect. II]. The corresponding eigenvectors are, respectively (u,, = C g’, u, = 
c sigi,..., uk=C (t;“)‘g’,..., up-, =C e-‘g’). All of these lie in R@Z[<], 
hence via our identification lie in (Z[[, l/~])~. Note that although the sum 
of p free Z[t]-modules c6-l Z[[] ai (in R@Z[s]) is direct and of full 
rank, it need not equal all of R@Z[t]. 
Set N = (Z[<, l/p] )P as a H [ <]-module; we observe the following con- 
sequences of Z[[] being a Dedekind domain and N being a free Z [<, l/p]- 
module: 
(i) If {P,} is an infinite collection of distinct prime (non (nonzero) 
ideals of Z[<], then r)(P,N) = (0). 
(ii) If P is a prime ideal of Z[<] and n(P’N) # (0), then P = (5 - 1). 
This follows from the fact that the only prime ideal containing p is (5 - 1) 
[ Sa, 2.9, pp. 50, 5 11. 
Consider vi in the first copy of R@E[l], and its image fi(ui) in 
M@E[<] zN. The image of v,in the kth copy of R@Z[<] is ek*ui, where 
ek = n,“= 1 xi( g’); thus fi(ui) is ek - divisible for all k. (Note that ek is 
always nonzero, by our reduction early on). For i fixed, set J= 
(Q~Spec~C511xjk’)~Q f or some i}. If J were infinite, then fi(ui) would 
belong to n, (QN), contradicting (i). Hence the set of primes containing a 
member of {xi(g’)}i, N is finite. 
If for almost all j, xj( gi) were a unit in Z[5], f,(oi) would not even 
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be infinitely p-divisible, a contradiction. Hence there is a prime ideal 
containing infinitely many of {xi(gi)Jjt N. By (ii), there is only one, and it 
is P=(<-1). 
Hence by telescoping, we may assume that for all j, xj( g’) E P, and by 
discarding a finite number of terms, we may further assume that none of 
the xi(gi) belong to any other prime, and this for all i= 0, l,..., p- 1. 
Corresponding to v0 is an integer eigenvalue x,( 1). As this belongs to P, 
x,( 1) is a power of p, say p ‘(j) (k(j) < 0). Let /I: Z[<] + Z[<] denote a 
Galois automorphism generating the Galois group; say p(l) = <“, where 
(m, p - 1) = 1. For j fixed, either all of {Ii 1 i= 1, 2 ,..., p - 1 } are 
integers, or we may reorder the eigenvectors and eigenvalues o that /3 acts 
as a cyclic permutation on (V ,,..., u,- i) and on (x,(g) ,..., xj(gPP’)). 
By unique factorization of ideals in Z[l], each x,(g) is of the form 
u.,(< - 1 )‘(j), where uj is a unit in Z[ 51. By telescoping, relabelling and 
possibly discarding a finite number of terms, we may assume that p - 1 
divides l(j) for all j. Since (5 - 1 )p- ’ = pw for some unit w, [Sa, 2.9, 
pp. 50, 511, we have reduced to the case that xj(g) = ujp’(j) for a unit uj, so 
if xj( g) is not an integer, xj( gi) = /I- ‘(2.4,) ptci). 
Since M is a simple dimension group of full rank (p), we may now 
assume (after a further telescoping) that each E, viewed as an 
endomorphism of ordered groups is aperiodic irreducible. Hence its large 
eigenvalue xj( 1) = pk(j) exceeds all of its others. 
If xi(g) is not an integer, the eigenvalues are /?‘(uj) p’(j) (i = 0, l,..., p - 2) 
and p “(j). Thus we have pk(j’ > Ipi( p’(j). As nibi( +l (uj is a unit 
of Z[t]), we deduce that k(j) exceeds t(j). For the same reason, there 
exists i’ E i(j) in (0, l,..., p- 2) such that lb’(uj)l < 1. Hence 
Ixj(g”)l/xj( 1) < l/p, there thus exists i such that Ixj(gi)l/xj( 1) < l/p for 
infinitely many j. For this i, the finite products of the corresponding eigen- 
values of {*j = xj/xj( 1 )} converge to zero. Thus the limit can have at most 
p - 1 pure states (it easily follows that this implies it has only one), a con- 
tradiction. 
If Xj( g) = uj p’(j) is an integer, then uj = & 1; from pk”’ > Ixj( g)l, k(j) > 
t(j) follows. Thus Ix,(g)]/xj( 1) < l/p, and the same argument as that of the 
preceding paragraph yields a contradiction. 1 
2. AN ALGEBRAIC OBSTRUCTION 
Here p is any prime integer whose corresponding cyclotomic ring of 
integers (Z[5] in the notation of Sect. 1) has nontrivial class group. We 
continue our conventions that G = Z/pZ and R = ZG A = R(G). 
If the R-module M is a limit of rank 1 free R-modules, then it must be 
flat and of R-module rank 0 or 1. However, certain flat rank 1 R-modules 
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are excluded from being limits of rank 1 free modules, although they are 
limits of free modules (by Lazard’s theorem [L] characterizing flat 
modules as limits of free ones). We present such an example in the ordered 
setting; that is, we construct an ordered R-module M, of rank 1, which 
arises as a limit of free (with the coordinatewise ordering) modules, which 
cannot be attained (euen ignoring the ordering) as a limit of free rank 1 R- 
modules. This contrasts with the examples in Section 1, since the modules 
constructed there are obviously limits (simply as modules, not as ordered 
modules) of free of rank 1 modules. 
To this end, we require that Z[{] not be a principal ideal domain-this 
excludes, for example, p = 2, 3,5, 7. Select r a non-zerodivisor in R, and 
form R[r-‘1. Let N be any R[r-‘]-module (i.e., N is an R-module for 
which multiplication by r is an isomorphism of N); for example, put N to 
be an ideal of R[r-‘1. In this case, N is finitely generated as an R[r-‘I- 
module (as R, so R[r-‘1, is noetherian). If N could be written as a module 
limit of the sequence (for si in R) 
then it would also be a limit of R[r-‘l-modules and homomorphisms, 
R[r-‘]--si,R[r-.‘]~R[r-l]_“l, . . . . 
Since N is finitely generated (as an R[r- ‘]-module), the ascending chain of 
submodules (defined by the si) would have to terminate (i.e., become 
stationary). Thus for all sufficiently large i, there would exist tj in R with 
siti= rkCi), and N would be a principal ideal in R[r-‘1. 
Hence if we select an ideal in R[r -‘I that is not principal, but is, say 
projective (so hat), we will have a rank 1 module which is obtainable as a 
limit of free modules, but not as a limit of rank 1 free modules. 
Form R[ I/p]. Since the idempotent (l/p) C gj belongs to R[l/p], we 
have a direct product decomposition R[ l/p] = Z[ l/p] x Z[{, l/p]. In 
Z[< J, the ideal generated by p is (5 - l)“- ‘, so the only maximal ideal 
containing p is (5 - I), which is thus principal. Hence the class group of 
E [r] equals that of Z[ l/p, 5 J [Ba; 6.51. Thus we may find an ideal I in 
Z[ l/p, <] which is not principal; I is projective as Z[ l/p, (1 is Dedekind. 
Let 0: Z[l/p] G” +Z[l/p, <] denote the mapg-5, and set M=8-‘Z. 
Then A4 is an ideal in Z[ l/p] G h = R[ l/p] (so r = p), so is projective, as 
the ring R[ l/p] is a product of Dedekind domains. The R[ l/p] module A4 
is not principal (it maps onto I). We can decompose M as Z[ l/p J @I; put 
the strict ordering (via the first coordinate) on it. By [EHS, 2.2, 3.11, A4 is 
a dimension group. The action of G n on M is trivial on the Z[l/p] part, 
so G n acts as a group of order automorphisms. Thus M is an ordered R- 
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module that is a dimension group, and it is obviously p-divisible. By [HR2, 
IV.43, A4 is an order-limit of free R-modules, and thus arises as K, of an 
action of G on an AF algebra, whose K, is Z[l/p], therefore on a UHF 
algebra. We have already seen that M is not a limit of free rank 1 modules, 
so it cannot arise from a product type action. 1 
3. OVER T 
Here, we give an example of an imitation product type action of the l- 
torus, T, that is not of product type. This is also of interest in the context 
of transformations on spaces as studied in [PT]-it yields two rank 1 
dimension modules (in one exponential) with the same fi function, which 
are algebraically shift equivalent (and pointwise strongly shift equivalent), 
but which are not shift equivalent, even allowing real coefficients. (Actions 
of tori on AF algebras correspond to the situation studied in [PT]). 
The representation ring of T is R = Z[x, x-l] with coeflicientwise 
ordering. Set 
u=(x+ 1 x+3), xl-x+5 w=( 1, 1. 
Define A = WV in M2 R; then A = (-‘i:,“,x&’ X’+:~~~f;+ ‘) belongs to 
M2(R+ ), and it is algebraically shift equivalent to VW = tr(A) = 
x3 + 15x + 38 = (x + 2)(x2 -2x + 19). We now require some simple results 
about rank 1 modules over unique factorization domains. 
If z is a row or column with entries from a unique factorization domain 
D, say z = (zi ,..., zk), we can define the content of z to be the ideal of D 
generated by (any) choice for the gcd of the z;s. The gcd is determined up 
to a unit in D, we shall (abusively) refer to the gcd as any choice. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let D be a unique factorization domain, and A an m xn 
matrix with entries from D. Suppose A is of rank 1. 
(a) There exist v in D’-“’ and w in Dm.” such that A = WV. 
(b) There exist v0 in Dlx” and w,, in Dmx’ such that cont(v,)= 
cont(w,) = 1, and whenever A = WV as in (a), there exist d, e in D such that 
v=dv, and w=ew,. 
Proof: For each nonzero row ri = (ail ai . . . a,,) of A, let ci = cont(ri) = 
&(a,, ,-., a,,) (any choice will do). Thenri = ri/ci is in Dlxn. If rk is not zero, 
then there exists a unit, uki such that r; = ukirl (simply observe, there exist 
CI, B in D\(O) with uri=Brk, and take the gcd of both sides). 
Pick any i with ri nonzero, and set vO = r,!. Put w, = ci ifj = i, wi = 0 if the 
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jth row of A is zero, and otherwise put wj= u,~’ cj. This defines a column 
w’ = (WI )...) W,)T, and clearly A = w’uO, proving (a). 
Now suppose A = WV. Pick a nonzero entry, wj of w; the jth row of A is 
then rj = wju. Taking the content of both sides, we see that wj divides cj, so 
there exists an element sj in D with u =sjrJ. Defining wO in a fashion 
analogous to that of u,, (i.e., with content 1) yields the result. [ 
An immediate consequence of part (a) is that any flat rank 1 module 
over a unique factorization domain is a limit of free rank 1 modules; the 
ordered version of this is not, however, true. 
Suppose P, , P2,..., are matrices of sizes m( i + 1) x m(i) with entries from 
Z[x, x-‘I+ (or R[x, XC’] +, or the polynomial rings in several variables, 
for example). Form the limit ordered module 
R m(l) -f?, R4) 2 Rd3) ‘1, . . . = M, 
Suppose M is a rank 1 as a module; we may assume (by telescoping, if 
necessary) that each Pi is of rank 1. There will be an ordered-module 
isomorphism of M with a limit of a system of the form 
(xi in the positive cone of the ordered ring R = Z [x, x- ’ ] ) if and only if 
there is a further telescoping of the Pi’s so that each (new) P, factors as 
wiu,, where w, (vi) is a column (row) with entries in the positive cone of R 
(any isomorphism will be implemented by an intertwining system of 
ordered module maps between Rmci) and R). 
Applying this to our example, with Pi= A for all i, we see that the 
problem reduces to showing that Ak admits no such factorization (with 
positive row and column). With our originally defined u, w, we have that 
Ak = w(uw . . . u~)u=(uw)~~~A. Set /?=uw=x3+ 15x+38. 
Then p factors over Z (and also over W) into irreducibles 
(x+2)(x2-2x + 19). Set p = x + 2, q = x2 - 2x + 19. The ring W[x, x-l] is 
a unique factorization domain (in fact a principal ideal domain), and we 
see that each of u, w have content 1; thus u = uO, w = wO have the properties 
ascribed to them by the proof of 3.1(b). 
Now suppose Ak= w,u,, is a factorization by positive row and column, 
even allowing entries in R[x, x- ’ J. By 3.1(b), there would exist d, e in 
R[x,x~‘] such that w,=ew, u,=du. Since Ak=flkplA, de=pk-l. Hence 
by unique factorization, we must have 
d= p”qb, e = p”q’, where a+y=k- 1 =b+z 
(up to multiplication by a monomial times a positive scalar, which has no 
effect in what follows). 
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From ew having entries in R[x, xP ‘I+, we obtain that 
(x’ -x + 5) p”q=, p”qZ both belong to R[x, xP’1 +. 
Set t = min(y, z). Then p”qi is either /?‘p”P ’ or prqzPf. If z > t, 
the coefficient of x”+~(‘~‘)~ ’ is -(z-t) 2 < 0, a contradiction. Hence 
z 6 t, so pyqz = fl’p’ - I. Similar treatment of (x2 - x + 5). (x2 + 15x + 38)’ 
yields y > t = z. 
Hence b > a, so p“qb = /P’qbPu. From dv having positive entries, we have 
that the coefficients of 
(x+1)(x2-2x+ 19)bP”(x3+ 15x+38)” 
=(x3-x2+ 17x+ 19)(x2-2x+ 19)b-“P’(~3+ 15x+38)” 
must all be nonnegative. However, because of the gap (no x2 term) in /I, 
the coefficient of the second largest term (x~~+*~-*~) is negative 
( - 2(b - a - 1) - 1). This is a contradiction, so no power of A k admits such 
a positive factorization, even over the reals (all that is required for the non- 
product type action is to show that no such factorization can be found 
over Z). 
Via essentially the same techniques, it can be shown that A and AT are 
not shift equivalent. (If UA = A TU, A I’= VA ’ for U, V 2 x 2 matrices with 
entries from R[x, x-l]+ satisfying AL= VI’, (AT)L = VU, we see that 
UvT = kw, VW = Au, for some k, 1 in R [x, x ~ ’ ] + ; we quickly deduce 
kl =/IL, and unique factorization together with the positivity of kw, Iv 
yields a contradiction, as above). 1 
What makes this example work, is that the polynomial /I has a gap 
which perpetuates itself in powers, /?” ~ ‘. If instead, B is an n x n matrix 
with entries from Z[x, x-‘1 (or R[x, x-l]) which factors algebraically as 
WV (as it will if the rank is 1, by 3.1(b)), and if fi = VW (or some power), has 
no gaps, then B will be shift equivalent to VW). 
The example above yields an action of the l-torus which is locally 
representable on the UHF algebra whose K,, is Z [ l//?( 1 )], i.e., its super- 
natural number is 2”3”. 
4. ONE TRACE... 
In this section, we show that if the flat rank 1 ordered R-module A4 (R = 
A(G), G = Z/pZ) is a dimension group, has a unique state, and no algebraic 
obstruction arises (see Section 2), then A4 comes out of a crossed product 
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action that is of product type (“unique state” on M translates to unique 
trace on the crossed product). In particular if there is a locally finite-dimen- 
sional action on a UHF algebra whose corresponding dimension module is 
of rank 1, and the crossed product has unique trace (and no algebraic 
obstruction occurs), then the action is conjugate to one of product type. 
The results of this section can probably be generalized to allow G to be an 
arbitrary finite group. 
For G = Z/Rh with p a prime, we study in some detail the flat modules 
over R=;ZG^. We observe that R is a subdirect product of H and Z[c] 
(as usual, < is a primitive pth root of unity)---but more is true, As both R- 
modules and as rings, R is the pullback of the diagram 
Here Fp is the field with p elements. The top horizontal map is xt+x( 1); 
the bottom map is CaJit--+Cai modp (this is well dellned, as 
1+5+<2+ **‘ + CpP ’ = 0 generates all relations among the powers of 0; 
the left vertical map is gH <, for g a fixed generator of G h . The ring R can 
be identified (as we will see in 4.1) with ((~,CPO*~~S’)~~XZ[~]I~~ 
C a, mod p}, via the map gt-+ (1, <). 
The maps qo, 9, induce R-module structures on E, a[ (1 respectively. If
I,= ker cpo, I1 = ker ‘p, (so Z, is the augmentation ideal, and I, is 
((Et - l g’) k 1 k E h) ), then any R-module M becomes a subdirect product 
of two R-modules MO = M/Z,M (trivial action of G h ) and M, = M/Z, M. 
The former is only a Z-module (abelian group), but the latter is a module 
over the Dedekind domain iir [ 153. Finally MP = M/ker(rrcp ,) M is an F,,- 
vector space. Now we consider the structure of flat modules over R. 
Flat modules are direct limits of free modules; every limit of free modules 
is a limit of finitely generated free modules. Now finitely generated free 
modules are of the form Rk, so are pullbacks of the corresponding modules 
Ek and Z[ <lk. It is easily checked that 
(i) Any R-module map RkCi) -P Rkfif’) induces maps 
Rk(i)/z~Rk(i) + RR”+ If, j=O, 1, 
as well as on the FP-vector space level. 
(ii) A limit of pullbacks of finitely generated modules over a 
noetherian ring is a pull-back of the corresponding limit modules; 
moreover, in this case, the module appearing in the lower right corner is 
Mp = M/(Zo + I, ) M. 
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Thus an R-module M is flat if and only if M, is flat over Z (i.e., M, is a 
torsion-free abelian group), M, is flat over Z[t] (i.e., it is torsion-free as a 
Z[t] module), and M is a pull-back of 
M -MO 
I I 
MI-M, 
As a simple corollary, a trivial R-module is flat if and only if it is p-divisible 
as an abelian group (in one direction, M = M,, M, = MP = 0; in the other, 
M, = 0, M = M,, and M, = 0 follows, which yields M = pM). 
The cases of interest involve flat rank 1 modules. The corresponding 
M,, M,, M, are then of rank at most 1 over 7, Z[t], F,, respectively. 
Since Z[ <] need not be a principal ideal domain (Sect. 2), we must 
assume that M, is a union of principal modules (as iZ[<] is Dedekind and 
M, is rank 1, it is automatically a union of two-generated projective 
modules). 
The module M, can be described by a sequence of positive integers 
{a,,...}, where MO= lim Z -+OI Z +O* Z -+03 ... . Similarly, our hypothesis 
that the algebraic obstruction does not appear (which is vacuous if Z[<] is 
a principal ideal domain) guarantees a list of elements {aI, a,,...} such that 
Recalling that 7~: Z[t] + FP is the map C ai5’t+C ai mod p, we have two 
cases to consider. 
(I) 7c(ai) = 0 for infinitely many i. 
We shall show that p divides infinitely many of the ai. If not, MO is not 
p-divisible, so that the map M, -+ M, is onto and not zero. However, via 
M,, the same map is zero, contradicting commutativity of the diagram. 
(II) 7c(aJ # 0 for almost all i. 
Then (p, ai) = 1 for almost all i. If not, M, is p-divisible, so M, is zero; 
but (II) guarantees that M, is not zero. 
4.1. LEMMA. Consider the map R = ZG A --, Z x Z [t] given by 
(a) The map has image 
{(a,a)l7t(a)-amodp) 
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(b) The image of the positive cone of R ( = {C ai g’l ai 2 0 all i}) is 
i( p-2 a, a= 1 kiti a=xk,modp; ubO,~ki,~ki-pkj, j=O ,..., p-2 . 0 >I 
Proof: (a) Write a = C{- 2 kiti; if a = n(a) mod p, then a = C ki mod p, 
so there exists an integer N with a-x ki= Np. Then N(C;- i gi) + 
Clp2kigi maps to (Np+Cki=u, ~p~‘ki~‘) (as l+l+r2+ ... + 
5” ~ ’ = 0). The converse is trivial. 
(b) If C a,g’~ (a, u), then we have C a,=~, xpP’ ~,<~=a; using 
p-l= -(l+(+ *.. +<“-2), we have a=C;~2(ai-ap-,)5’, so ki= 
ai--up~,. Thus 
p-2 P-1 
Ckj-pkj= c ai-(p-l)a,~,-puj+pap~,= 1 a,-puj<a. 
0 
Similarly, 
P-2 p--l 
xki= c a,-(p-l)upP,= c a,-pa,-,=a-pa,-,<a. 
0 0 
Conversely, suppose a = Co Pp2kiCi, and a>xki, Cki-pk,, 0. We may 
writeu-Cki=Np(asa=Cki(p))f or some integer N > 0. Then N > -kj; 
setr=~~-2(ki+N)gi+NgP-‘.Nowrissenttothepair(~kk,+pN=a, 
Cg-* kit’+ N. 0 = CI), and the coefficients of r are all nonnegative. 1 
Now we can reconstruct the ordered module M. We assume M is an 
ordered rank 1 flat module over R; it is a simple dimension group (the 
corresponding action will be inner or outer-the former leads to a trivial 
situation, while the latter leads to a simple crossed product, hence a simple 
ordered group), has unique state. We show it arises as the invariant ordered 
module obtained from a product type action, provided of course M, is a 
union of principal submodules as has already been hypothesized. 
Recall the sequences {~,,a, ,... )cZ+ and {a1,a2 ,... }cZ[5] which 
characterize MO and M, , respectively. We may assume that at most finitely 
many ai are zero (else M, = 0, and [HR2, III.31 applies). Next, we observe 
that M+ MO E Q is order-preserving, so is the unique state. By [EHS, 
1.41, 
M+= (mEMlm+Z,M>O in 69) u (0). 
If case (I) applies, telescope the CLI)S so that ,+ai) = 0 for all i; we may 
correspondingly telescope the ais so that p/ui for all i. Now write uj= 
Cfc:02 kijri. Since ai> 1 for all i, there is a finite product a = a1 ... a,,,, so 
481/99/l-2 
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that a>2 C Ik,,(, 0, C kj, -pkj, (j=O, l,..., p-2). By the Lemma, there 
exists rr in Rf such that rr is sent to (a, a,). Obtain r2 by finding f(2) so 
that 
at(l)+ 1 ... U,(2) >‘I lki2l, Cki2-pkj2, etc. 
In this fashion we build a sequence of elements {r,, r,,...} of R+. 
If case (II) applies, we may drop finitely many terms from both sequen- 
ces, and then assume that ~(a,) # 0, (p, a,) = 1 for all i. By telescoping and 
deleting finitely many terms, we may assume n(cr,) = 1 (p) for all i. 
Similarly, we may assume ai - 1 (p) for all i. Since M has a unique state, is 
not Z, and is simple, infinitely many of the a,‘s must exceed 1. We may thus 
assume a,> 1 for all i. Now the elements ri can be obtained exactly as in 
case (I). 
Let N be the limit module (with the limit ordering) of 
We show that N has a unique state. Identifying G h wwith G, and xi with 
ri, we can apply the process of Section 1 to determine all pure states. 
Setting uj to be the image of rj in Z, we see that ;ci( 1) = ui = 
ur(j- I)1 * *. u,(~, > 2 C Ik,J. Thus the corresponding tjj are x,laj; evaluating at 
any h=g”EG\{l}, we see that Irjj(Zr)l = Jkjj/ui( cf. Hence any infinite 
product of terms of the form tij(h) will converge to zero. So pk = 
lim, + m n,“=, tjj exists and is the characteristic function of { I} for all k. 
Thus the px (in the notation of Sect. 1) are all equal. Hence N has a unique 
state, which must necessarily be N -+ No. The action determined by the { ri} 
is a product type action (namely, if ri is the character of pi: G + M,,@, the 
action is @Ad pi: G + Aut( @IV,&)). Since almost all aj are not zero, 
almost all pi are not trivial, so the action is outer. Thus the crossed product 
is simple, hence N is a simple dimension group. 
By construction, M, N are obtained by the same lists of characters 
rl, r2,.... By assumption, M is a pullback of M,, 44, (with MP = 
M/(Z,, + Zi) M in the lower-right corner), and by construction N is the 
pullback of N,, N, . Since N ,, N M, (as abelian groups) and N, NM, as 
Z[r]-modules, it follows from both being pullbacks, that NE M as R- 
modules. Let rp be such an R-module isomorphism; this induces an 
isomorphism N,, + MO; if the isomorphism reverses the parity, replace cp by 
--cp. Thus we have an R-module isomorphism M + N, which sends the 
unique state of M to that of N. From simplicity of both modules, it follows 
that this is also an isomorphism of ordered modules. fi 
Thus we have proved (via [HR2, III.1 1) 
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4.2. THEOREM. Let p be a prime number, and G = Z/pZ act as a locally 
finite-dimensional group of outer automorphisms of a UHF algebra A, such 
that the crossed product has unique trace. Zf: 
(a) The Z-rank of K,, of the crossed product (or of the fixed point 
algebra) is at most p, or equivalently, the R = ZG h -module rank is 1 and 
(b)’ K,, of the crossed product is a union of principal modules, then the 
action is conjugate to a product-type action. 
The result, 4.2, can almost certainly be generalized to arbitrary finite 
(not necessarily abelian) groups G. Then R = R(G) (the representation 
ring) is a subdirect product of finitely many rings of integers that are 
abelian (i.e., contained in a cyclotomic extension), R + rcDi, and R may be 
identified as a subring, by its image modulo the conductor ideal. 
Presumably, R becomes a suitable “multiple pullback,” so flat R-modules 
can be identified, and their isomorphism classes are determined by their 
images viewed as modules over the Di. 
5. . ..OR Two 
Here we restrict ourselves to the case that G = Z, (because of difficulties 
with conditional convergence in I8 x @‘, k = 1(p - 1) for odd p). Despite the 
example (for p = 2) of Section 1, we show that under relatively weak 
hypotheses on either the underlying UHF algebra or the abelian group 
structure of K,, of the crossed product, every flat rank 1 dimension module 
over Z[Z/2Z] is attainable via a product type action (and so the 
corresponding action on the UHF algebra is conjugate to one of the 
product type. 
By [HR2, Sect. V], a crossed product (over any C* algebra with unique 
trace) by a cyclic group of order p a prime has at most p pure traces (in 
fact, either 1 or p). Thus our R = ZG h -module A4 has at most 2 pure 
states. If M does arise from a locally finite dimensional action either the 
crossed product is simple (the action is outer), or KO of the crossed product 
degenerates into KQ, R where K s Q is K,, of the underlying UHF algebra, 
and the tensor product ordering is imposed (the action is inner). The 
second case is essentially trivial, so we restrict ourselves to the situation 
that the crossed product be simple, i.e., that A4 be a simple dimension 
group. 
By 4.2, M with unique state has been taken care of. So we assume A4 has 
’ This is redundant whenever the corresponding ring of cyclotomic integers H[r] has trivial 
class group (e.g., p = 2, 3, 5, 7 and others). 
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two states, and is a simple dimension group. Of course, further hypotheses 
(in addition to flatness) are necessary because of the example in Sect. 1. We 
will impose them as needed. 
Now we view M as an ordered G-module, so g (the nontrivial element) 
acts as an order-automorphism. As the Z-rank of M is at most 2, M 
possesses an order unit U; without loss of generality, u = uR (replace u by 
u + ~8, if necessary). Let f,, f2 be the two normalized pure states. 
Simplicity guarantees that M+ = (0) u {m~Mlf,(m)>O, i= 1, 2). If 
fi = f f, then fi = f 28, so that h4+ is contained in the G-fixed subgroup of 
M. As M+ generates M as an abelian group, M would then be a trivial G- 
module; being of R-module rank 1, it would necessarily have E-rank 1, 
which would yield a unique trace. Hence f, #tff, so f, =fg. We thus 
replace f i by S, and fi by f g. 
Forming M, and M, as usual, we obtain two lists of positive integers 
(a,, a*,...) and (aI, a2 ,...). In order to have two pure states, we must have 
(from the dimension group property) that infinitely many ai are strictly 
greater than 1. As in Section 4, we may assume either (I) 2 divides both 
ai, ai for all i or (II) (a;, 2) = (ai, 2) = 1 for all i. 
Select an element a in M+ with uR #u (such exists by the remarks two 
paragraphs above). Then aH + agZ is the free R-module generated by a. To 
simplify notation, we refer to a as 1 and CP as g, so that M is embedded in 
QG (M&Q 5 QG), and 1 (formerly a) generates a copy of ZG = ip inside 
QG. Now f (one of the pure states) extends to a state on MO Q, which we 
have identified with QG, and fl l), f(g) ( = f “( 1)) determine $ If we nor- 
malize f so that f (1 + g) = 1, then f( 1) = s > 0 determines f (and f”). With 
our identification, the two states of it4 are of the form described in Sec- 
tion 1. Replacing f by f g if necessary, we may assume 1 > s > f (s = 1 implies 
f=fg)* 
Specifically, set r = s + (1 -s) g E RG, and define a map from M to IRG 
via Mc:QG +“‘[WG. 
If pf, pR are the projections onto the coordinates (p,(c+dg) =c, 
pz(c + dg) = d), we have that f(m) = pfmr) and f”(m) =f(mg) = p,(mr). 
We return to the a’s and a’s (about time, too). We try to find a 
rearrangement and telescoping of both sequences so that ri= a: + E; g 
correspond to characters, and yield the two states in the limit. 
By 4.1, (a, a)EZ x Z is in the image of ZG= R if and only if a+ a is 
even, and (u, a) is in the image of I?+ if and only if a + a is even and 
a>, ]a/. The corresponding $ (see Sect. 1) maps to (1, a/u) in Q x Q. 
We have that ai > 1 for almost (hence for) all i. We want, after 
telescoping and rearrangement o obtain that lim, -t m ii’al/a,! = 2.9 - 1 
(sinces+(1-s)ginRGmapsto(1,2s-1)inRxR). 
5.1 LEMMA. Suppose for some real s with 4 <s c 1, there exists a 
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telescoping and rearrangement of (a,), (ai) (with all the conditions as above), 
so that the new sequences (al), (a:) satisfy: 
(i) al>lail for alli, 
(ii) a: + 12: is even for all i, 
(iii) lim,,, n;=, aila: exist and equals 2s - 1. 
Then for any real s’ with $ < s’ < 1, there exists a further rearrangement 
and telescoping of (a(), (a:), call it (al’), (a:) so that (i), (ii) and (iii) 
(s’ replacing s) hold. 
Proof Obviously C (log a: -log a() converges to log 2s - 1; as 
C log ai = cc, the convergence is conditional. Given E > 0 with s’ + E < 1, we 
may thus find (the series is alternating and conditionally convergent) finite 
subsets A, B c N so that CieB log ai - CieA log ai lies in the interval 
(log(2s’ - l), log(2s’ - 1 + 2s)). Since the ai, a; are either all odd or all 
even, n, al + nA ai is even. Since 2s’- 1 + 2s < 1, & CY( < nA al. Set 
a,!’ = nA a,! and a,!’ = n, cc,!, and continue in the obvious way. 1 
It follows (from the observation that any R-module isomorphism 
between two of the modules under consideration that sends one of the pure 
states to a pure state, is necessarily an order-isomorphism) that if an R- 
module admits a simple dimension group ordered module structure of 
product type with two states, then every simple dimension group ordered 
module structure on it is of product type. 
From our original sequences (a,), (cli) (with ai > 1, ai = ~~(2)) we try to 
construct a pair of sequences atisfying (i), (ii), (iii). We can do better than 
that. Assign to the sequence of a,)s, the supernatural number 
2W”Jk’3’+5’. . . k(p) E (0, 1,2,...) u (co}, where k(p) = C s(i) with pSCi) 
maximally dividing a,. Similarly assign to the CI;S, 2m(2)3m(3)5m(5)..~. Then 
k(2) = cc if and only if m(2) = co, otherwise both are zero. We now con- 
sider some cases where the hypotheses of the lemma are satisfied. 
(5.2-l) k(2) = co, k(q) = co for some prime q > 2. 
Here, we automatically have that m(2) = co. Now /3 = (log q)/log 2 is 
irrational (by unique factorization in i2). By a routine manipulation, we 
show that E + j?N (as opposed to the usual Z + @) is dense in R. For any 
E > 0, there exist positive integers j, s such that lj/3 - s[ c E. Now if r is a 
real number, there exist integers t, k so that Ir - (t + kfi)I < E. As the j can 
be as large as we like, jr - (t -s + (k + j) /?I < 2s, so that r is approximable 
by elements of Z + @J. By setting azi = 29, azi = 2, and tilling in the rest to 
match the supernatural numbers, we can then find a rearrangement and 
telescoping of log a, - log a, + log aI - log a, + . . . , to converge to 
anything. 
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(5.2-2) k(p) 2 1 for all p. 
We may assume k(p) = 1 for all p (since only a convergent subsequence 
is necessary). It was pointed out by J. Lawrence that a generalization of 
Bertrand’s postulate holds and yields the desired result. Given E > 0, for all 
sufficiently large integers N, the interval (IV, N( 1 + E)) contains a prime. A 
convergent subsequence comes out easily. This presumably holds for all 
primes in an arithmetic series. It would be interesting to determine con- 
ditions on subsets of the primes so that a similar convergence result holds. 
5.3. COROLLARY. Let A be a UHF algebra, and g an order two 
automorphism that is locally finite dimensional. Suppose the Z-rank of 
K,,(Ag) (or of &(A x (g))) is 1 or 2. 
(a) Zf A unitally contains a UHF algebra of type 2”q” (for some odd 
prime q), then g is conjugate to a product type action. 
(b) Zf A unitally contains the UHF algebra QM, C (p varying over 
all primes), then g is conjugate to a product-type action. 
Other results are possible; these refer to the underlying group structure 
of K, of the crossed product. For example, if k(p) = co = k(q), m(p) = co 
for distinct primes p, q then the method of 5.2-l works. But it is 
more interesting to impose conditions depending only on k (i.e., on the 
underlying UHF algebra A) and not on m (which refers to the crossed 
product). 
For G = Z/p& cruder results are available. For example, if K,(A) = Q, 
the corresponding results hold (everything of R-module rank 1 which arises 
as a crossed product, arises from a product type action). Methods involve 
factorization of rank 1 matrices as products positive columns and rows (as 
is attempted in the example in Sect. 3). 
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